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Important Safety Instructions
This product is for commercial use only.
Read all instructions before using (this furnishing).

WARNING Risk of injury to persons:
1. Using C9 Pendant Storage (all types) with a C9 Fixed Desk with casters can create tip-over issues which can lead to 		
		
injury.
2. Using a C9 Pendant Storage File, Pencil/File, or Pencil/Box on 24” deep desks can create tip-over issues which can 		
		
lead to injury.
3. Using C9 Pendant Storage Pencil unit on 24” deep tables under 57” wide, requires the use of a counterweight - 		
		
failure to install can create tip-over issues which can lead to injury.
4. Using C9 Pendant Storage Pencil/File on 30” deep tables under 60” wide, requires the use of a counterweight - 		
		
failure to install can create tip over issues which can lead to injury.
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C9 4-Leg Fixed Desk Basic Components
Grommet

Utility Power

Worksurface

Cable Tray

Long Frame
Rail

Short Frame Rail

Support Rail

Leg

Support Rail Bracket

Utility Power Bracket

Counterweight

Hardware
M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)

0.25x0.563
Plastic Spacer
(0001249)

M4-0.7x18mm
Socket Head Cap
Screw (0001250)

Top Attachment
Clip (0001156)

Tools
3mm Hex Key
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Phillips Screwdriver

Rail Nut
(0001120

Wood Screw
#10x1
(122850)

1.

Attach Legs to Short Frame Rails
Insert the legs into the short frame rails and
secure them using 8 screws (0001140).
Repeat this step for the other side.

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)

2.

Attach Assembly to the Long Frame Rails
Slide the long frame rails onto the leg assembly and
secure them using 8 screws (0001140). Repeat this
step for the other side.

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)
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3.

Position Rail Nuts
Rotate the rail nuts (0001120) into place inside the
long frame rail channel. Firmly push them together
until the angled surfaces are touching. Place two sets
of rail nuts on the back long frame rail, and two sets
on the front long frame rail, for a total of four sets.

3

1

4

2

Rail Nut
(0001120

4.

Attach Support Rail Brackets to Frame Rail
If the desk is installing with optional Pendant
Storage, determine what size the storage is, and
which side of the desk the storage will attach. For
8”W storage, attach the brackets at the inner desk
indicator (10-5/8” away from the short frame rail). For
15”W storage, attach the brackets at the outer desk
indicator (17-5/8” away from the short frame rail).
Tighten the bracket to the rail nuts using two screws
each (0001140). Install the second set of brackets on
the other side of the desk at the opposing indicator
locations, as shown below. If no pendant storage, use
the same spacing logic, with one support rail at the
inner location on one side of the desk, and one at the
outer location on the other side.
8”W Storage (left-hand shown)

15”W Storage
(right-hand shown)

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)
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Bracket Indicator
Desk Indicator

5.

Attach Support Rails to Frame
Raise the support rail into position, and line up the
holes in the brackets with the holes in the support
rail. Secure the rail in place with 2 screws (0001140).
Repeat this step for the second support rail.

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)

6.

Optional Cable Tray
Place the plastic spacers (0001249) over the screws
(0001250) and attach the screws to the insides of
the support rails. The spacers should be facing each
other. Repeat this on the opposite side of the support
rail.

0.25 x 0.563 Plastic
Spacer (0001249)
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M4-0.7 x 18mm
Socket Head Cap
Screw (0001250)

7.

Hang Optional Cable Tray

8.

Optional Utility Power

Hang the Cable Tray by aligning the pins with the back
cutout and lifting it over the catch.

Place the rail nuts (0001120) in the frame rail as
done in step 3. Attach the utility power clips to the
utility power bracket using the hardware provided. Be
sure to use the outermost holes in the bracket (a).
Attach the utility power bracket assembly to the frame
rail using 2 screws (0001140) (b).

a.

b.
Rail Nut
(0001120)

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)
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9.

Attach Utility Power Unit

10.

Attach Counterweights if Applicable

Clip the utility power unit into the utility power bracket
assembly.

The counterweights must be attached if the desk meets either of the following criteria:
1. The desk is 24”D, is 54”W or less, and a Pencil Pendant will be installed or,
2. The desk is 30”D, is 57”W or less, and a Pencil/File Pendant will be installed.
Attach the counterweights on the same side as the Pendant Storage with two (122850)
wood screws.
Note: It may be necessary to move the counterweights forward to acommodate Modesty
Panel brackets.

Wood Screw
#10x1
(122850)
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Worksurface on Table Frame
11. Place
Place the worksurface on the table frame and ensure
the spacing around the outside is consistent.

Worksurface
12. Secure
Clip the top attachment cap onto the frame rail over
one of the existing worksurface inserts. Attach screws
(0001140) through the top clip into the worksurface.
Repeat for a total of 10 caps.

Top Attachment Cap
(0001156)

M6-1.0x12mm Low
Profile Cap Screw
(0001140)
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